SPANISH TRANSLATOR
(CONTRACT)
WildAid is a growing unique and dynamic global wildlife conservation non-profit based in San Francisco.
With a $13 million annual budget, WildAid leverages over US$200 million in donated media placement and
has received the highest Four Star rating from Charity Navigator. Its campaigns have contributed to an 80%
decline in shark fin imports to China and an estimated 75% reduction in ivory and rhino horn prices in
China and Vietnam, as well as China’s ivory ban and a host of other conservation successes.
Established in 1999, WildAid’s mission is to protect wildlife by ending the illegal wildlife trade and
conserving critical habitats. WildAid pioneered demand reduction in conservation and works to reduce
global consumption of wildlife products by persuading consumers not to buy them. With an unrivaled
portfolio of celebrity ambassadors and a global network of media partners, WildAid is able to deliver highimpact, culturally sensitive multimedia campaigns reaching hundreds of millions of people every week by
leveraging donated media space. We also promote conservation to people across Africa through local
ambassadors and combat climate change with campaigns to reduce meat consumption and promote lower
carbon transport in China. Our expanding marine program strengthens marine protected areas around the
world.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities:
The translator will work with WildAid’s Marine Program Officers to translate written documentsverbatim
between Spanish and English (both Spanish to English and English to Spanish).
Documents may include marine and fisheries enforcement assessments or reports, legal orpolicy
documents, technical specifications for enforcement technology, press releases, presentations, and
other related documents.
Qualifications Required:
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent certification) in Spanish Translation Strong
written and verbal communication skills in English and Spanish
Must take initiative, have a strong work ethic and take responsibility for translation accuracy
Demonstrated proficiency with Microsoft programs and translation software or equipment Must
maintain strict confidentiality of sensitive information
Desirable:
Experience working in and/or living in Spanish-speaking countries (particularly Ecuador)
Experience using environmental/ marine conservation or law enforcement vocabulary inSpanish
and English
Remuneration:
This is currently a contract position. Compensation commensurate with experience. Personal factors such
as your demonstrated skills, level of education or certification, history in the sectoror industry, and
relevant work experience will all be evaluated.
Application Procedure:
Please send 1) a detailed cover letter with desired rate, 2) your resume, and 3) a translation sample by
email, with Spanish Translator in the subject line, (no letters, calls, faxes, or drop-ins)to jobs@wildaid.org.
Information sent to other email accounts will not be considered.
Equal Opportunity Employer
WildAid is committed to being inclusive and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. We will
consider all applications and applicants.

